
 

 

 

 

 

Press Release 

FUTURE Designs KREATE an ultra-thin versatile LED light source 
 

  

FUTURE Designs, the international designer and manufacturer of luminaires and bespoke lighting 

solutions, has launched the latest ultra-thin lighting design KREATE. 

  

For the first time, LED lighting and advanced smartphone display technology have combined. The result 

is a new type of LED light source which is at the heart of the KREATE lighting system.  

  

The innovative product beams form and function, whilst lighting the way to creative freedom with the 

ability to develop unique KREATE configurations with no compromise on performance. The potential 

applications are extensive, whether you require discreetly integrated architectural lighting, statement 

chandeliers or decorative feature lighting designs, KREATE can adapt to fulfil your brief. 

  

The super-slim LED fixtures can be used to create light in the smallest of spaces, as the subtle design is 

just 3.22mm in depth and weighs only 35g, with a surface area of 100mm x 100mm. Placed under 

shelves, KREATE is a near invisible light source. Its diminutive size also means it can be used as a wall 

fixture without any protrusion into walkways. 

  

The decorative lighting system comes with three colour temperature options: 2700K warm white; 

3000K warm white; and 4000K cool white, providing perfect light levels to visually enhance any 

environment whilst maintaining the highest levels of performance and functionality. 

 

David Clements, Managing Director of FUTURE Designs, says: 

“The advent of conjoining this super slim LED panel and smart phone display technology has enabled 

our R&D division to offer the A&D profession a new avenue in one off and low quantity bespoke 

luminaires. KREATE allows us to take your luminaire concepts to reality.” 



FUTURE Designs collaborated with component supplier Lightly Technologies in the development of 

KREATE. 
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About FUTURE Designs  

Established in 1991 FUTURE Designs is a UK based designer and manufacturer of high quality luminaires 

and bespoke lighting solutions. An international organisation which delivers exemplary front end 

response world class products and an aftercare that is second to none.  Supported by a carefully 

managed programme of research and development. FUTURE Designs is committed to the very best in 

lighting solutions from concept through to installation and after sales service. Today FUTURE Designs 

sits in the UK top five privately owned lighting manufacturers within the fit-out market place.  We 

deliver and service our products throughout Europe and the Middle East.  
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